
 

 

 

 

 

AOC "WAS" a GREAT ENTREPRENEUR 

By: Alan J. Huber CFP® 

Director- Freedom From ObamaCare 

855-561-0500 

The problem with socialism is it 

replaces visionary entrepreneurs 

with bureaucrats. 

I will not be making fun of our 

beloved AOC and her mental 

prowess, but rather, illustrate how 

even “She, a bartender,” was able 

to rise to the top in entrepreneurial 

fashion and then crash to become 

less than, a mediocre bureaucrat. 

AOC (yes, I know she was 

recruited) sees a Democrat 

incumbent in her district that has 

lost touch with his voters and with 

the help of her handlers, executes 

a brilliant social media strategy to 

win the primary, knowing that in 

her district, the primary winner 

goes to Congress. 

She was feted as a political genius 

but all she really did, was brilliantly 

execute an entrepreneurial game 

plan. 

1) Find a need 

2) Notice that the market leader has 

become vulnerable 

 

3) Put a team together  

4) Raise capital 

5) Execute flawlessly 

She wins and is then “Inaugurated” 

to Congress where she becomes a 

“Bureaucrat.” 

Name one legislative 

accomplishment that she has 

spearheaded that has become law? 

She proposes a Green New Deal, 

based on: The world will end in 12 

years, and then is forced to say: “I 

did not really mean 12 years” 

In short, as a bureaucrat she has 

accomplished “NOTHING” except 

tweet and give speeches. 

In the course of 2 months AOC went 

FROM :  

An accomplished entrepreneur who 

grabbed a seat in Congress  

TO : A do nothing bureaucrat. 

That is the problem with 

socialism 
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